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I can use a variety of comprehension skills when reading a text.

The Vanishing Rainforest by Richard Platt and
Rupert van Wyk

Think about:
What are some of the key things you need
to do when reading a text?
Chatterbox

I can use a variety of comprehension skills when
reading a text

USING SKILLS
What type of text is it?
Who are the characters?
Can you find an alternate word /synonym
Can you make suggestions about what is
happening?
Can you read quickly but also deeply?
(Skim and Scan the text?)

(Page 8 in book)
As the sun set, Remaema’s uncle Moawa returned to the yano - the round house which all
the families shared. He proudly carried a new machete, and wore a bright red t-shirt .
Remaema’s father asked where he got such precious things .
“From the nabe, ” he replied .
“Brother , you are helping the nabe, who are cutting down tress ? ”
______________________________________________________________________________
1. What time of the day is it? Give two ways we can tell this..

2. What was strange about the uncle ?
3. Why does Remaema’s father use the words “precious things ”?
4. What does the word Yano mean?

(Page 9 in book)
‘These people are powerful…’ Moawa replied angrily. ‘They have
guns. They can kill us before we get close enough to hit them with
an arrow. If we give them what they want, they will rewards us.
If we don’t help them, they will take it anyway.’
Then everyone spoke at once and started arguing.
_________________________________________________________
________________________________

5. Find another word for ‘powerful’
6. What does ‘they will reward us’ suggest?
7. Write two synonyms for ‘angrily’
8. Work with your partner to add an adverb to the last
sentence.

Reflection

Write down two things that you have learnt
today and what you will do next time you read
a text.

